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1 PREFACE 
Determining of stresses in beam structures is standard teaching material in basic courses on 
mechanics of materials and structural mechanics [1], [2]. However, there are two topics 
which are not dealt with enough depth at this level.  
The first thing is torsion. Torsion of circular and thin-walled hollow shafts and free torsion of 
thin-walled open cross-sections are usually considered in these texts carefully. Introduction 
to torsion of beams with general cross-section is, however, done using so-called membrane 
analogy, which is based on stress function formulation of free torsion of a cross-section with 
general shape [3]. This membrane analogy has been chosen in basic teaching texts, 
because it is an excellent tool in explaining the behaviour of shear stresses in a cross-
section. The membrane analogy as such cannot, however, give definite numerical results to 
the shear stresses in a twisted cross-section. In order to do this, one should be able to solve 
the original problem of free torsion. Different formulations of this problem are presented in 
the literature (for example [3], [5] and [6]). Solution of this problem based on stress function 
formulation [3] and the finite element method is well known and demonstrated in reference 
[4]. This formulation is not, however, straightforward and easy to implement, if the cross-
section contains holes. In this context, the warping function formulation [6] is simpler and the 
corresponding finite element solution using linear triangular elements has first been 
presented in reference [7]. In this project, the finite element equations for solving the 
torsional problem are based on this warping function formulation and biquadratic 
isoparametric elements [8].     
The second thing, which is not tackled through in standard texts on structural mechanics, is 
shear stresses caused by bending. Typically shear flux on any longitudinal section between 
two parts of the beam can be determined using simple equilibrium consideration. With the 
help of such shear fluxes average, but not exact, shear stresses on the cross-section can 
further be determined. However, determination of the shear stresses distribution caused by 
bending on a cross-section of any shape is possible. Corresponding formulations have been 
presented for example in references [3] and [6]. Finite element solution based on warping 
function formulation and using linear triangular elements has been first presented in 
reference [9]. In this thesis the finite element equations for solving the bending shear 
stresses are based on this warping function formulation and biquadratic isoparametric 
elements [10], [11].  
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2 INTRODUCTION 
2.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
The goal in this final project is to develop a finite element based program in MATLAB® 
environment, which solves the stress resultants of a beam structure and using these, the 
combined state of stresses at any point in this structure. The program thus consists of two 
main parts. The first part solves the stress resultants of the structure using cubic 1C −
continuous space frame elements under given loading. The second part performs stress 
analysis of the cross-section by combining the effects of axial loading, torsion and biaxial 
bending using the obtained stress resultants as data.  
2.2 RESEARCH METHODS 
The space frame program uses typical straight, cubic 1C − continuous space frame elements 
[12] of constant stiffness. The loading consists of linearly distributed axial and transverse 
load and twisting moment within elements and concentrated loads and moments at the 
nodes. Although the elements are rather simple, they produce exact solution for the stress 
resultants at the element nodes if the elements are straight and uniform and the loading is 
just as described. They can also be used in connection with moderately curved beam 
structures and structures with variable thickness if the finite element grid is chosen to be 
sufficiently dense. 
The program for calculating the cross-sectional stresses uses 0C − continuous isoparametric 
biquadratic quadrilateral elements with nine nodes and numerical integration. It calculates 
the effects of normal force, shear forces, twisting moment and bending moments to the 
cross-sectional stresses and thus obtains the combined state of stresses. 
In order to study the efficiency of the developed technique, a program, based on the finite 
prism method [4], [13], [14] and [15], has also been developed in this thesis. This program is 
based on three dimensional elasticity equations and does not have the restrictions of 
classical beam theory. Thus the results obtained using this program give good comparison 
data for studying the accuracy of the enhanced beam theory of this project. The finite prism 
program also uses 0C − continuous isoparametric biquadratic elements and numerical 
integration. It can handle simply supported straight beams with arbitrary cross-section. The 
loading can be surface load, which is piecewise constant in axial direction and quadratically 
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distributed in transverse direction, volume force, which is piecewise constant in axial 
direction, or distributed nodal line load, which is piecewise constant in axial direction. 
Three simply supported example beams, with solid rectangular, open U-shaped and hollow 
rectangular cross-section are considered in the comparison study. Each beam is loaded by 
narrow uniform rectangular surface load acting on the second half of the beam. Both centric 
loading causing pure bending and eccentric loading causing mixed torsion and bending have 
been studied. The stress results of the two methods are compared at quarter points and 
midpoint of the beam.  
The final example problems of the thesis have been selected to demonstrate the applications 
of the developed program. The first problem considers a circular beam in the horizontal plane 
loaded by uniform line load along the axis of the beam. The cross-section is trapezoidal and 
non-symmetric. Both torsion and bending are present. The second example problem is a 
slightly curved symmetric girder in the vertical plane loaded by uniform transverse load in the 
symmetry plane. The cross-section is solid and T-formed, but to avoid stress singularities at 
the corners, they have been smoothed using circles. Both axial loading and bending is 
present in this problem. The third example problem considers the application of the 
developed method to a composite beam. The cross-section consists of concrete deck and 
steel U-shaped thin-walled plate. Both pure bending and twisting cases are studied 
separately.  
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3 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
In order to solve the elastic problem, the finite element method will be used with modelling 
and discretization of the object under study. 
One- and two-dimensional elements are needed, so the basics of both are going to be 
described [16]. 
In all cases, the sort of element is going to be the same, which is quadratic in one dimension 
and biquadratic Lagrange in two dimensions, to obtain more accurate results. Moreover, the 
use of isoparametric elements is important to be able to model cross-sections of any shape. 
Furthermore, numerical integration [16] for solving one- and two-dimensional integrals is 
explained in connection with the application of the finite element method. 
3.1 QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 1-D 
A quadratic line element with three equally spaces nodes in natural coordinates, 1 1ξ− ≤ ≤ , 
is considered (Fig. 3.1). The shape functions of this element are obtained using quadratic 
Lagrange polynomials as 
2 3
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Fig. 3.1: Shape functions of a three node quadratic line element in natural coordinate ξ  
Derivatives , /
e e
i iN dN dξ ξ≡ of the 1-dimensional shape functions (3.1) with respect to the 
natural coordinates ξ  are 
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In Fig. 3.2 (a), a three node quadratic isoparametric line element is presented by a line 
segment of length 2 in the natural ξ − line and in Fig. 3.2 (b) by a curved line segment in the 
physical x,y-plane. 
 
Fig. 3.2: A three node quadratic isoparametric line element (a) in natural coordinate ξ  and (b) in 
physical coordinates ,x y  
The shape of the element in the physical plane is expressed by position vector 
( ) ( ) ( )x yξ ξ ξ= +r i j ,  (3.3) 
where the functions ( )x ξ  and ( )y ξ  are 
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Differential vector between points ξ  and dξ ξ+  in the physical plane is 
( , , )d dx dyd d d x y d
d d d ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξξ ξ ξ
⎛ ⎞= = + = +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
rr i j i j . (3.5) 
The length of this differential vector is 
2 2, ,ds x y dξ ξ ξ= +   (3.6) 
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and it is the length of a differential line element corresponding to differential change dξ  of 
the natural coordinate. The derivatives of the coordinates functions ( )x ξ  and ( )y ξ in 
equation (3.6) are obtained using formulas 
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=
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=
∑
∑
  (3.7) 
3.2 BIQUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC LAGRANGE ELEMENTS 2-D 
Shape functions of a biquadratic quadrilateral Lagrangian element in natural co-ordinates 
1 1ξ− ≤ ≤  and 1 1η− ≤ ≤  (Fig. 3.3) can be obtained with the help of shape functions (3.1) 
using the formula 
3( 1) ( , ) ( ) ( ),  , 1,2,3.
e e e
i j i jN N N i jξ η ξ η− + = =   (3.8) 
 
Fig. 3.3: Three shape functions of a nine node biquadratic quadrilateral Lagrange element in natural 
co-ordinatesξ  and η  
Therefore, one obtains 
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Fig. 3.4: A nine node quadratic isoparametric quadrilateral element (a) in natural coordinate ,ξ η  and 
(b) in physical coordinates ,x y  
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In Fig. 3.4 (a), a nine node quadrilateral Lagrange isoparametric element is presented by a 
square of side lengths 2 in the natural ,ξ η − plane and in Fig. 3.4 (b) by a curved 
quadrilateral in the physical x,y-plane. 
The shape of the element in the physical plane is expressed by position vector 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )x yξ η ξ η ξ η= +r i j ,  (3.11) 
where the functions ( , )x ξ η  and ( , )y ξ η  are 
9
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∑
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Differential vector between points ,ξ η  and ,dξ ξ η+  in the physical plane is 
1 ( , , )
x yd d d x y dξ ξξ ξ ξξ ξ ξ
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂= = + = +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
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and a differential vector between points ,ξ η  and , dξ η η+  in the physical plane is 
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The differential area of the element in the physical plane corresponding to a differential 
square d dξ η  in the natural plane is 
1 2
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0 0 1
x y
x y
dA d d x y d d d d
x y
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
η η
η η
ξ η ξ η= × = =r r ki . (3.14) 
This result is usually expressed as 
detdA d dξ η= J ,  (3.15) 
where det J is determinant of so-called Jacobian matrix 
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J .  (3.16) 
The partial derivatives of the functions ( , )x ξ η  and ( , )y ξ η in formula (3.12) are obtained 
using formulas  
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Later, partial derivatives of the shape functions eiN  with respect to the physical coordinates 
x  and y  in terms of the corresponding derivatives with respect to the natural coordinates ξ  
and η  are needed. Using the chain rule of differentiations one can write 
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where 1−J  is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix. The 2 2×  Jacobian matrix J can easily be 
inverted and the result is 
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Relations (3.20) can now be written in final form as 
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3.3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
If typical two dimensional problems are analyzed using the finite element method, following 
line and surface integrals over the element are needed 
1 1( )
e
e
s
I F s ds= ∫ , 2 2 ( , )
e
e
A
I F x y dA= ∫ . (3.24) 
These integrals can be expressed in natural coordinates, by using equations (3.6) and (3.15) 
and changing the integration limits  
1
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2 2
1 1 2 2( ) ( ) , ( ) , ( ),  ( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )]det ( , )f F x y f F x yξ ξξ ξ ξ ξ ξ η ξ η ξ η ξ η= + = J . (3.26) 
Integrands (3.26) are, in general case, so complicated functions, that analytical integration is 
impossible. Therefore numerical integration is needed. Approximate values of integrals (3.26) 
are obtained numerically using formulas  
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where n  and n  are the number of integration points of the line element and the surface 
element, respectively, kw  is the weight and kξ  and kη  are the coordinates of the integration 
point k . These quantities for one and two dimensional integration are listed in Tables 3.1 
and 3.2 respectively.  
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4 METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
In order to achieve the stress distribution, first of all an analysis of the frame must be realised 
to obtain stress resultants that act in each cross-section, and later, the stress values are 
calculated with this information. 
4.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
When doing the analysis, some hypothesis will be taken into account: material is elastic and 
isotropic and the analysis will be linear geometrically and materially. Cross-sections can be 
made of different materials and the frame can be composed of different cross-sections. Thus, 
plasticity, effect of joints and buckling will not be considered. 
The frame can be loaded in different ways: distributed axial forces, transverse forces and 
twisting moments; and concentrated nodal forces and moments. 
4.2 FRAME ANALYSIS 
The first use of the finite element method is made with the frame analysis. The entire frame 
must be discretized into several bar elements. Each element provides a set of equations to 
form the general equation set and solve the problem [17], [18]. 
4.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS OF A BAR ELEMENT 
The basic unknown functions of a bar element under tension/compression, torsion and 
biaxial bending are axial displacement, ( )u x , deflections ( )v x and ( )w x  and angle of twist 
( )t xϕ . The axial displacement and angle of twist within an element e are approximated using 
0C − continuous linear finite element approximations 
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,  1, ,12eiF i = "  (see Fig. 4.1c) are the nodal forces , ,  ( 1, 2)i i iU V W i = and moments
, , , ( 1,2)ti yi ziM M M i = . In the following, relationships between generalized forces and 
generalized displacements of the beam elements will be derived. 
The approximations (4.1) and (4.4) of the basic unknowns can be written as 
4 1
ˆ( )
ˆ( )
ˆ ( ) ( )
ˆ ( )
ˆ ( )
e e
t
u x
v x
x x
w x
xϕ
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪≡ =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
u N a  (4.6) 
where 
1 2
1 2 3 4
4 12
1 2 3 4
1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l l
c c c c
e
c c c c
l l
N N
N N N N
N N N N
N N
×
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥− −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
N  (4.7) 
and 
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 212 1
12
[            ]
e
e e e e e e e e e e e e e T
t y z t y z
e
a
u v w u v w
a
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ≡⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
a # . (4.8) 
The approximations of the axial strain, twist per unit length and curvatures are 
1, 1 2, 2
1, 1 2, 2
2
1, 1 2, 1 3, 2 4, 22
2
1, 1 2, 1 3,2
ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
l l
x x x
l lt
x t x t
c c c c
y xx xx y xx xx y
c c c
z xx xx z xx
dux x N x u N x u
dx
dx x N x N x
dx
d wx x N x w N x N x w N x
dx
d vx x N x v N x N
dx
ε
ϕθ ϕ ϕ
κ ϕ ϕ
κ ϕ
≡ = +
≡ = +
≡ − = − + − +
≡ − = − − − 2 4, 2) ( )c xx zx v N x ϕ−
  (4.9) 
and they can be written as 
ˆ ( ) ( )e ex x= B aΕ , (4.10) 
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where 
4 1
ˆ ( )
ˆ( )ˆ ( )
ˆ ( )
ˆ ( )
x
y
z
x
xx
x
x
ε
θ
κ
κ
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
Ε  (4.11) 
and 
1, 2,
1, 2,
4 12
1, 2, 3, 4,
1, 2, 3, 4,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l l
x x
l l
x xe
c c c c
xx xx xx xx
c c c c
xx xx xx xx
N N
N N
N N N N
N N N N
×
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥− −⎢ ⎥− − − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
B
 (4.12) 
In the following, the finite element equations of a beam element are derived using the 
principle of virtual work. In this context, the virtual generalized displacements δu  and the 
virtual generalized strains δε  are approximated similarly to 
ˆ( )
ˆ( )
ˆ ( ) ( )
ˆ ( )
ˆ ( )
e e
t
u x
v x
x x
w x
x
δ
δδ δδ
δϕ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪≡ =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
u N a  (4.13) 
and 
( )
( )ˆ ( ) ( )
( )
( )
x
e e
y
z
x
x
x x
x
x
δε
δθδ δδκ
δκ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪≡ =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
B aΕ , (4.14) 
where the virtual generalized displacements are 
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
12
[            ]
e
e e e e e e e e e e e e e T
t y z t y z
e
a
u v w u v w
a
δ
δ δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ
δ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
a # . (4.15) 
Now, the principle of virtual work to element e is used. That is 
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int ext 0W W Wδ δ δ≡ + = , (4.16) 
where the internal virtual work of the element is 
int ( )
e e
T
x t y y z z
L L
W N M M M dx dxδ δε δθ δκ δκ δ= − + + + = −∫ ∫ Ε Σ , (4.17) 
where δΕ  is the vector of virtual generalized strains and 
4 1
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
t
y
z
N x
M x
x
M x
M x
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
Σ  (4.18) 
is the vector of generalized stresses. 
The relation between the generalized stresses and generalized strains can be written as  
0( )DΣ = Ε − Ε , (4.19) 
where 
( ) 0 0 0
0 ( ) 0 0
0 0 ( ) ( )
0 0 ( ) ( )
t
y yz
yz z
EA
GI
EI EI
EI EI
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
D  (4.20) 
is the generalized stress-strain matrix, where its terms are described in chapter 4.3.1 and 
4.3.4, and  
0
0
0
0
0
x
y
z
ε
θ
κ
κ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
Ε  (4.21) 
is the vector of initial generalized strains. By inserting expression (4.19) of generalized 
stresses into the expression (4.17) of internal virtual work, one gets  
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int 0
e e
T T
L L
W dx dxδ δ δ= − +∫ ∫D DΕ Ε Ε Ε . (4.22) 
For the external virtual work of the element,  
ext
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
( )
         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
e
x y z t
L
e e e e e e
t t y y z z
e e e e e e
t t y y z z
W q u q v q w m dx
U u x V v x W w x M x M x M x
U u x V v x W w x M x M x M x
δ δ δ δ δϕ
δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ
δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ
= + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
∫
 
(4.23) 
where ( )xq x , ( )yq x  and ( )zq x are axial and transverse distributed loads and ( )tm x  is 
distributed twisting moment load. Now, the total virtual work of the element can be obtained 
as 
int ext
0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
     
        ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
e e e
T T T
L L L
e e e e e e
t t y y z z
e e e e e
t t y y z z
W W W
dx dx dx
U u x V v x W w x M x M x M x
U u x V v x W w x M x M x M x
δ δ δ
δ δ δ
δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ
δ δ δ δϕ δϕ δϕ
≡ +
= − + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
∫ ∫ ∫D D u qΕ Ε Ε Ε
)e
 
(4.24) 
where 
x
y
z
q
q
q
m
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
q =  (4.25) 
is the vector of distributed generalized loads. Based on the principle of virtual work, the total 
virtual work (4.24) should disappear with arbitrary virtual generalized displacements ( )xδu . 
Substituting the approximations (4.9), (4.10), (4.12) and (4.13) into the expression (4.24) and 
taking further into account that  
1 1 1( )
e eu x u aδ δ δ= = , 1 1 2( )e ev x v aδ δ δ= = , 1 1 3( )e ew x w aδ δ δ= = , 
1 1 4( )
e e
t tx aδϕ δϕ δ= = , 1 1 5( )e ey yx aδϕ δϕ δ= = , 1 1 6( )e ez zx aδϕ δϕ δ= = , (4.26) 
2 2 7( )
e eu x u aδ δ δ= = , 2 2 8( )e ev x v aδ δ δ= = , 2 2 9( )e ew x w aδ δ δ= = , 
2 2 10( )
e e
t tx aδϕ δϕ δ= = , 2 2 11( )e ey yx aδϕ δϕ δ= = , 2 2 12( )e ez zx aδϕ δϕ δ= =  
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the expression (4.24) gets the form 
0
ˆ ( )
e e e
eT eT e e eT eT e
L L L
W dx dx dxδ δ= − + + +∫ ∫ ∫a B DB a B D N q FΕ . (4.27) 
The principle of virtual work 0Wδ =  with arbitrary virtual generalized displacements eδa  now 
results to the element equation of the beam element 
e e e e= −F K a R , (4.28) 
where 
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
12
[            ]
e
e e e e e e e e e e e e e T
t y z t y z
e
F
U V W M M M U V W M M M
F
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ≡⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
F # , (4.29) 
is the generalized nodal force vector, 
e
e eT e
L
dx= ∫K B DB
 
(4.30) 
is the element stiffness matrix and 
0
e e
e eT eT
L L
dx dx= +∫ ∫R N q B DΕ
 
(4.31) 
is the element load vector. 
In the general case, when the generalized stress-strain matrix D , the initial generalized 
strain vector 0Ε  and distributed load vector q  are functions of x , the element stiffness 
matrix and load vector can be obtained using numerical integration. The integration variable 
is first changed to ξ  resulting to 
1
0
( ) ( ) ( )e eT e eL dξ ξ ξ ξ= ∫K B D B  (4.32) 
and 
1
0
0
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]e eT eT eL dξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ= +∫R N q B D Ε  (4.33) 
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Numerical integration is then applied resulting to 
1
( ) ( ) ( )
n
e eT e e
k
k
w k k k L
=
= ∑K B D B
  
(4.34) 
and 
0
1
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]
n
e eT eT e
k
k
w k k k k k L
=
= +∑R N q B D Ε , (4.35) 
where the notation ( ) ( )kk ξ=  for the value of a function at integration point k is used. 
Here the problem is restricted to the case in which the generalized stress strain matrix D  
and the generalized initial strain vector 0Ε  are constants, eD  and 0eΕ , within the element. 
The distributed load q  is supposed to be a linear function of x  and can be written as 
1 2( ) (1 )ξ ξ ξ= − +q q q .  (4.36) 
It is easy to see that the element stiffness matrix and the element load vector get the form of 
1
0
( ) ( )e eT e e eL dξ ξ ξ= ∫K B D B
  
(4.37) 
and 
1 1 1
1 2 0
0 0 0
(1 ) ( ) ( ) ( )e e eT e eT e eT e eL d L d L dξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ= − + +∫ ∫ ∫R N q N q B D Ε  (4.38) 
The integrations in equations (4.37) and (4.38) can be performed analytically resulting to final 
expressions (4.39) for the element stiffness matrix and (4.40) for the element load vector. 
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3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2
3 3 2 2 3 3
( ) ( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12( ) 6( ) 12( ) 6( )12( ) 6( ) 12( ) 6( )0 0 0 0
12( ) 12( ) 6( ) 6( ) 12( ) 12( ) 6
0 0 0 0
e e
e e
e e e ee e e e
yz yz yz yzz z z z
e e e e e e e e
e e e e e e
yz y y yz yz y
e e e e e e
e
EA EA
L L
EI EI EI EIEI EI EI EI
L L L L L L L L
EI EI EI EI EI EI
L L L L L L
−
− − − −
− − − −
=K
2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
( ) 6( )
( ) ( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6( ) 6( ) 4( ) 4( ) 6( ) 6( ) 2( ) 2( )
0 0 0 0
6( ) 4( ) 6( )6( ) 4( ) 6( )0 0 0
e e
y yz
e e
e e
t t
e e
e e e e e e e e
yz y y yz yz y y yz
e e e e e e e e
e e ee e e
yz yz yzz z z
e e e e e
EI EI
L L
GI GI
L L
EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI
L L L L L L L L
EI EI EIEI EI EI
L L L L L L
−
− − − −
− − − 2
3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2
3 3 2 2
2( ) 2( )0
( ) ( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12( ) 6( ) 12( ) 6( )12( ) 6( ) 12( ) 6( )0 0 0 0
12( ) 12( ) 6( ) 6( ) 12( )
0 0 0
e e
yz z
e e e
e e
e e
e e e ee e e e
yz yz yz yzz z z z
e e e e e e e e
e e e e
yz y y yz
e e e e
EI EI
L L
EA EA
L L
EI EI EI EIEI EI EI EI
L L L L L L L L
EI EI EI EI EI
L L L L
−
−
− − − −
− − − 3 3 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2
12( ) 6( ) 6( )
0
( ) ( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6( ) 6( ) 2( ) 2( ) 6( ) 6( ) 4( ) 4( )
0 0 0 0
6( ) 2( )6( ) 2( )0 0
e e e e
yz y y yz
e e e e
e e
t t
e e
e e e e e e e e
yz y y yz yz y y yz
e e e e e e e e
e ee e
yz yzz z
e e e e
EI EI EI
L L L L
GI GI
L L
EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI
L L L L L L L L
EI EIEI EI
L L L L
−
−
− − − + + −
− 2 2
6( ) 4( )6( ) 4( )0 0
e ee e
yz yzz z
e e e e
EI EIEI EI
L L L L
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥− − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (4.39) 
1 2
0
1 2
1 2
1 2
0
21 2
0 0
1 2 2
0 0
1 2
0
1 2
2
( )
6
7 3
20
7 3
20
2
( )
6
( ) ( )
20 30
( ) ( )
20 30
2
( )
6
3 7
e e
e ex x
x
e e
y y e
e e
ez z
e e
e e
t
e e
e e e e ez z
y y yz z
e e
y y e e e e e
yz y z z
e
e e
e ex x
x
e
y y
q q
L EA
q q
L
q q L
m m L GI
q q L EI EI
q q
L EI EI
q q
L EA
q q
ε
θ
κ κ
κ κ
ε
+ −
+
+
+ −
⎛ ⎞− + − −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞+ + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠= + +
+
R
1 2
1 2
0
21 2
0 0
1 2 2
0 0
20
3 7
20
2
( )
6
( ) ( )
30 20
( ) ( )
30 20
e
e
e e
ez z
e e
e e
t
e e
e e e e ez z
y y yz z
e e
y y e e e e e
yz y z z
L
q q L
m m L GI
q q L EI EI
q q
L EI EI
θ
κ κ
κ κ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪+⎪ ⎪⎪⎪ +⎪ +⎪⎪ ⎛ ⎞⎪ + + +⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎪⎪ ⎛ ⎞⎪− + − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
 (4.40) 
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4.2.2 COORDINATE CHANGE 
When assembling the global stiffness matrix and the global load vector, it is compulsory that 
elementary components of both are expressed in the same coordinate system, which is 
arbitrary and will be called the global coordinate system. 
The degrees of freedom and element equations of a three dimensional frame element in 
element coordinate system , ,x y z′ ′ ′ (see Fig. 4.2) are identical to those of a beam element 
under axial loading, twisting and biaxial bending (see Eq. 4.28). The element equations in 
element coordinate system can thus be written as 
e e e e′ ′ ′ ′= −F K a R , (4.41) 
where e′K  and e′R  are the element stiffness matrix and the element load vector of a beam 
element under axial loading, twisting and biaxial bending. 
Fig. 4.2: Global coordinate system and element coordinate system 
Essential part of forming the element equations of a three dimensional frame element is 
finding out the coordinate change between the global coordinate system and the element 
coordinate system (Fig. 4.2). The base vectors ,  ,  l m n  of the element coordinate system in 
the global coordinate system are written as  
x
y
z  
x′
y′
 z′
 i
 j
k  
l
m
n
Element coordinate 
system 
1
2
Global coordinate 
system 
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,
,
.
x y z
x y z
x y z
l l l
m m m
n n n
= + +
= + +
= + +
l i j k
m i j k
n i j k
 (4.42) 
In the following, the components of these base vectors will be chosen in a reasonable way. 
Because the base vector l  is coinciding to the axis of the element, it is obtained for its 
components 
2 1 2 1 2 1,   
e e e e e e
x y ze e e
x x y y z zl l l
L L L
− − −= = = , (4.43) 
where 
2 2 2
2 1 2 1 2 1( ) ( ) ( )
e e e e e e eL x x y y z z= − + − + −  (4.44) 
is the length of the element. The components of base vectors m and n can be selected using 
different ways. Here, the global y − axis has been chosen to be vertical and directing 
downwards. Consequently, the x−  and z − axes are in a horizontal plane. Because beams in 
civil engineering frame structures usually consist of vertical side planes and are often 
symmetric with respect to a vertical plane, a reasonable choice could be to demand that the 
',x y′ − plane should be vertical. This means, that z′ − axis should lie in a horizontal plane or 
the component zn  of the base vector n  should vanish. Because the length of the base vector 
n  is one and the base vectors n  and l  are orthogonal, one gets 
2 2 2| | 1  1x y y xn n n n≡ + = ⇒ = ± −n . (4.45) 
and 
2
2 2
0  1 0 yx x y y x x x y x
x y
l
n l n l n l n l n
l l
≡ + = ⇒ ± − = ⇒ = +n li . (4.46) 
Thus we have for the components of the base vector n    
2 2 2 2
,  ,  0y xx y z
x y x y
l ln n n
l l l l
= = − =+ + . (4.47) 
The base vector m can be obtained as a cross-product  
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( ) ( ) ( )x y x y z y z x z x y y xn n l l l n l n l n l n l= × = + × + + = − + −m n l i j i j k i j k . (4.48) 
Thus its components are 
,  , .x y z y x z z x y y xm n l m n l m n l n l= = − = −  (4.49) 
Equations (4.43), (4.47) and (4.49) in this order, can now be used for calculating the 
components of the base vectors l , m and n .  
In case that the frame contains vertical beams, base vector n of these beams must be 
obtained in a different way. It has been decided that in this case, vector n is going to be the 
same as its counterpart in the adjacent non-vertical beam. Vector m  can be obtained using 
Eq. (4.49). 
A typical displacement vector u  and rotation vector ϕ  in element coordinates and global 
coordinates are written as  
u v w u v w′ ′ ′= + + = + +u l m n i j k  (4.50) 
and 
x y z x y zϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ′ ′ ′= + + = + +l m n i j kϕ  (4.51) 
Multiplying equations (4.50) and (4.51) by base vectors l , m and n  results to 
,   .
x y z x x x y y z z
x y z y x x y y z z
x y z z x x y y z z
u l u l v l w l l l
v m u m v m w m m m
w n u n v n w n n n
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
′ ′⎫ ⎫= + + = + +⎪ ⎪′ ′= + + = + +⎬ ⎬⎪ ⎪′ ′= + + = + +⎭ ⎭
 (4.52) 
Applying these relations to the nodal deflections and rotations at both nodes of the element 
results to equation 
e e e′ =a T a , (4.53) 
where 
1 1
12 12
,
e e
e e
e e
a a
a a
′⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪′ = =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪′⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
a a# #  (4.54) 
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are the element nodal displacements degrees of freedom of in element coordinates and 
global coordinates, respectively, and 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y ze
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y z
x y z
l l l
m m m
n n n
l l l
m m m
n n n
l l l
m m m
n n n
l l l
m m m
n n n
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢= ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣
T
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎦
 (4.55) 
is the corresponding transformation matrix. 
The expression of the virtual work of a three dimensional frame element in element 
coordinate system is 
ˆ ( )eT e e e eWδ δ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= − + +a K a R F . (4.56) 
Using equation (4.53) for both real and virtual displacement degrees of freedom, the 
expression (4.56) of the virtual work of the element can be expressed in global coordinates 
ˆ ( )eT e e e eWδ δ= − + +a K a R F , (4.57) 
where 
e eT e e′=K T K T  (4.58) 
and 
e eT e′=R T R  (4.59) 
are the stiffness matrix and load vector, respectively, in global coordinate system. These are 
the final element stiffness matrix and element load vector of a three dimensional frame 
element. 
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4.2.3 GLOBAL SYSTEM 
Once element stiffness matrices (Eq. 4.39) and element load vectors (Eq. 4.40) are 
assembled using the corresponding element transformation matrix (Eq. 4.55), the equation to 
solve is  
=Ka R , (4.60) 
where K  is the generalized stiffness matrix, a  is the generalized displacement vector and 
R  the generalized load vector. 
4.2.4 STRESS RESULTANTS 
After the generalized displacements ,  1, ,12eia i = "  of the element have been determined, 
the corresponding generalized forces ,  1, ,12eiF i = "  can be calculated using the element 
stiffness equation (4.28). In terms of these generalized forces the stress resultants at the 
element nodes are 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6
2 7 2 8 2 9 2 10 2 11 2 12
,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,
,  ,  ,  ,  ,  .
e e e e e e e e e e e e
y z t y z
e e e e e e e e e e e e
y z t y z
N F Q F Q F M F M F M F
N F Q F Q F M F M F M F
= − = − = − = − = − =
= = = = = = −  (4.61) 
It can be shown that, in connection with elements of uniform bending stiffness (constant eD ), 
these nodal values are exact. Using these values and standard equilibrium consideration it is 
possible to construct stress resultant distributions within each element, which are also exact. 
Here, however, it is sufficient with these element nodal values because it is possible to 
choose so dense finite element grid that by connecting these nodal values by a straight line 
one is able to describe the stress resultant distribution of any beam with sufficient accuracy. 
4.3 STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
Using the superposition principle, stress values in any cross-section can be obtained from 
the sum of stress values due to each stress resultant separately. 
Some basic cross-sectional properties are needed to solve the problem, which are going to 
be calculated first [19]. 
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4.3.1 CROSS-SECTIONAL PROPERTIES 
Typical cross-sectional properties of a composite beam are defined as follows. Weighted 
area of the cross-section is 
( )
A
EA EdA= ∫ . (4.62) 
Weighted first moments of area are 
( ) ,  (E ) .y z
A A
ES EzdA S EydA= =∫ ∫  (4.63) 
Bending stiffness’s or weighted second moments of area are  
2 2( ) ,  ( ) ,  ( )y z yz
A A A
EI Ez dA EI Ey dA EI EyzdA= = =∫ ∫ ∫ . (4.64) 
The coordinates of the centre of weighted area of the cross-section are obtained from 
C C
( )( ) ,  . 
( ) ( )
yz ESESy z
EA EA
= =  (4.65) 
The centre of cross-section of a composite beam is this centre C of weighted area. The origin 
of the cross-sectional coordinate system , ,x y z  is located in this point and the axis of the 
beam is the locus of these centre points. 
If the geometry of the cross-section is complicated, one possibility of determining the cross-
sectional properties (4.62), (4.63) and (4.64), is to use finite element methodology. The 
cross-section is divided into N  finite elements. The procedure is described here briefly in 
connection with the weighted product moment (Eq. 4.64c). One can write 
1 1
( ) ( ) ,
e
N N
e e
yz yz
e eA A
EI EyzdA E yzdA EI
= =
= = =∑ ∑∫ ∫  (4.66) 
where eE  is the modulus of elasticity and ( )eyzEI  is the weighted product moment of element 
e . Thus the weighted product moment ( )yzEI  is obtained as a sum of the weighted product 
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moments ( )eyzEI  of the elements. By changing the integration variables one gets, for the 
weighted product moment ( )eyzEI , 
1 1
1 1
( ) ( , ) ( , )det ( , )
e
e e e
yz
A
EI E yzdA E y z d dξ η ξ η ξ η ξ η
− −
= =∫ ∫ ∫ J  (4.67) 
and applying numerical integration further 
1
( ) ( ) ( )det ( ),
n
e e
yz k
k
EI w E y k z k k
=
≈ ∑ J  (4.68) 
where the notation ( ) ( , )k kk ξ η=  for the value of a function at integration point k  is used. This 
is the final formula for the weighted product moment ( )eyzEI of element e . In order to use this 
formula one must first calculate the coordinates of the integration points ( )y k , ( )z k (Eq. 
3.12), the derivatives , ( )y kξ , , ( )z kξ , , ( )y kη , , ( )z kξ  (Eq. 3.17) and Jacobian determinants 
det ( )kJ  (Eq. 3.22) at the integration points. 
The rest of properties into finite element terms can be obtained in a similar manner. 
4.3.2 TENSION / COMPRESSION 
In beam theory, a beam under tension or compression only produces normal stress in the 
axial direction, xσ . Using Hooke’s law, this stress is 
x xEσ ε= , (4.69) 
where xε  is the axial strain of the beam. 
Using the definition of the axial force xN  and (Eq. 4.62) one obtains 
( )x x x x
A A
N dA E dA EAσ ε ε= = =∫ ∫ , (4.70) 
which results to 
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( )
x
x
N
EA
ε = . (4.71) 
Substituting (Eq. 4.71) into (Eq. 4.69) gives the standard expression of the normal stress 
( )
x
x
EN
EA
σ = . (4.72) 
Element nodal values of this, exiσ , are obtained simply using 
( )
e
e x
xi
E N
EA
σ =    1,...,i m= , (4.73) 
where eE  is the modulus of elasticity of the element and m  is the number of nodes in the 
element. 
4.3.3 BIAXIAL BENDING 
 
Fig. 4.3: Non-symmetric cross-section of a beam 
Consider pure biaxial bending of a straight uniform beam with non-symmetric cross-section 
(Fig. 4.3). A part of the beam will be considered, where it is assumed that the rotations ( )y xϕ  
and ( )z xϕ are quadratic function of the axial coordinate x. Thus the curvatures 
( ) ( )y yx xκ ϕ′= −  and  ( ) ( )z zx xκ ϕ′= −  of the beam are linear and their derivatives ( )y xκ′  and 
( )z xκ′ , which are denoted yk  and zk , are constants. 
For the axial displacement of the beam, the expression (4.74) is assumed 
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( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )y z y y z zu x y z x z x y k y z k y zϕ ϕ ψ ψ= − − + + , (4.74) 
where the functions ( , )y y zψ  and ( , )z y zψ  are called warping functions. 
In this case, the axial strain of the beam is  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x z y z y
u x y x z x y x z
x
ε ϕ ϕ κ κ∂ ′ ′≡ = − − = +∂ . (4.75) 
Because in beam theory it is assumed that the transverse stress components yσ and zσ  
disappear, one gets, based on the generalized Hooke’s law, for the transverse strains of the 
beam the results 
( ) ( )y z x z yx y x zε ε νε νκ νκ= ≡ − = − − . (4.76) 
Using the strain and displacement relations, one gets, for the transverse displacements v  
and w , differential equations  
( ),  ( )y z y z z y
v wy z y z
y z
ε ν κ κ ε ν κ κ∂ ∂= = − + = = − +∂ ∂ . (4.77) 
In these equations the dependency of the curvature on coordinate x has been left out for 
clarity. In the following derivation it is assumed that the Poisson’s ratio v  of the cross-section 
is constant. This assumption naturally holds if the beam is made of one material. In a 
composite beam, however, the Poisson’s ratios of the materials of the cross-section must be 
equal. Here it is expected that the derived equations could, however, be used in composite 
beams, if the Poisson’s ratios of the materials do not deviate too much. These equations can 
be solved for the transverse displacements resulting to 
( )
( )
2 2
0
2 2
0
1( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
2
1( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
2
z y
z y
v x y z v x x y z x yz
w x y z w x x yz x z y
νκ νκ
νκ νκ
= − − −
= − − −
 (4.78) 
The expressions (4.74) and (4.78) now form the displacement assumption of the beam. 
For the shear strains one obtains 
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( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1 ,
2
1 .
2
y z
xy z y
yz
xz y z
k y z k yz
y y
k z y k yz
z z
ψ ψγ ν ν
ψψγ ν ν
∂⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂= − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∂⎛ ⎞∂⎡ ⎤= − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
 (4.79) 
For the normal stress one obtains 
( ) 2 (1 )( )x x z y z yE E y z G y zσ ε κ κ ν κ κ= = + = + +  (4.80) 
and for the shear stresses 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1 ,
2
1 .
2
y z
xy xy z y
yz
xz xz y z
G k G y z k G yz
y y
G k G z y k G yz
z z
ψ ψτ γ ν ν
ψψτ γ ν ν
∂⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂≡ = − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∂⎛ ⎞∂⎡ ⎤≡ = − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
 (4.81) 
 The axial equilibrium equation of the stress components, if volume forces are omitted, is 
0xyx xz
x y z
τσ τ∂∂ ∂+ + =∂ ∂ ∂ . (4.82) 
Using the expressions (4.80) and (4.81) and the relation 
2 (1 )E G ν= + , (4.83) 
the equilibrium equation (4.82) gets first the form 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1   
2
1
2
2 (1 ) 2 (1 ) } 0           in 
y z
z y
yz
y z
z y
k G y z k G yz
y y y
k G z y k G yz
z z z
k G y k G z A
ψ ψν ν
ψψ ν ν
ν ν
⎧ ∂ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂∂ ⎪ ⎪− − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ∂ ⎫⎛ ⎞∂∂ ⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤+ − − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
+ + + + =
 (4.84) 
and further 
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( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1 2 (1 )
2
1 2 (1 ) 0   in .
2
y y
z
z z
y
k G y z G yz G y
y y z z
k G z y G yz G z A
z z y y
ψ ψν ν ν
ψ ψν ν ν
⎧ ⎫⎧ ∂ ⎫ ⎡ ∂ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪− − + − + +⎨ ⎨ ⎬ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎧ ∂ ⎫ ∂∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤+ − − + − + + =⎨ ⎨ ⎬ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 (4.85) 
Equation (4.85) holds if the coefficients of constants zk  and yk  disappear. Thus, two 
separate differential equations for the warping functions ( , )y y zψ  and ( , )z y zψ are obtained 
( )2 21 2 (1 ) 0   in ,
2
y yG y z G yz G y A
y y z z
ψ ψν ν ν⎧ ∂ ⎫ ⎡ ∂ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎪ ⎪− − + − + + =⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦
 (4.86a) 
( )2 21 2 (1 ) 0   in .2z zG z y G yz G z Az z y yψ ψν ν ν⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎧ ∂ ⎫ ∂∂ ∂⎡ ⎤− − + − + + =⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦  (4.86b) 
The boundary condition of the shear stresses on the unloaded boundary of the cross-section 
is 
0y xy z xzn nτ τ+ = . (4.87) 
Using the expressions (4.81) the boundary condition gets first the form 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1
2
1 0   on ,
2
y z
y z y
yz
z y z
n k G y z k G yz
y y
n k G z y k G yz s
z z
ψ ψν ν
ψψ ν ν
⎧ ∂ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂⎪ ⎪− − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ∂ ⎫⎛ ⎞∂⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤+ − − + − =⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
 (4.88)  
and further 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1
2
1 0   on .
2
y y
z y z
z z
y y z
k n G y z n G yz
y z
k n G yz n G z y s
y z
ψ ψν ν
ψ ψν ν
⎧ ∂ ∂ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪− − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎡ ⎤+ − + − − =⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
 (4.89)  
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Equation (4.89) holds if the coefficients of constants zk  and yk  disappear. Thus, two 
separate boundary condition equations for the warping functions ( , )y y zψ  and ( , )z y zψ are 
obtained 
( )2 21 0   on ,2y yy zn G y z n G yz sy zψ ψν ν∂ ∂⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞− − + − =⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠  (4.90a) 
( )2 21 0   on .2z zy zn G yz n G z y sy zψ ψν ν⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎡ ⎤− + − − =⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠  (4.90b) 
Equations (4.86a) and (4.90a), and (4.86b) and (4.90b) form boundary value problems for 
solving the warping functions ( , )y y zψ  and ( , )z y zψ , respectively. They can be solved using 
the finite element method. 
On the other hand, using the definition of the bending moments one obtains 
2
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ,
( ) ( ) ( ) ,
y x y z y y yz z
A A
z x y z yz y z z
A A
M zdA E z yz dA EI EI
M ydA E yz y dA EI EI
σ κ κ κ κ
σ κ κ κ κ
= = + = +
= = + = +
∫ ∫
∫ ∫  (4.91) 
Equations (4.91) hold also when the cross-section is non-homogeneous. These can be 
solved for the curvatures resulting to 
2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,  .
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
z y yz z y z yz y
y z
y z yz y z yz
EI M EI M EI M EI M
EI EI EI EI EI EI
κ κ− −= =− −  (4.92) 
Differentiating these equations with respect to x  and using the equilibrium equations 
y zQ M ′=  and z yQ M ′=  gives  
2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,  .
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
z z yz y y y yz z
y z
y z yz y z yz
EI Q EI Q EI Q EI Q
k k
EI EI EI EI EI EI
− −= =− −  (4.93) 
Equations (4.92) and (4.93) can be used for determining the curvatures and their derivatives, 
when the bending moments and shearing forces of the cross-section are known. 
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Weak form of the boundary value problem of equations on yψ  (4.86a) and (4.90a) is derived 
in the following. Multiplying both sides of equation (4.86a) by test function yδψ  and 
integrating over the domain A (cross-section) gives 
( )2 21 2 (1 ) 02y yyA G y z G yz G y dAy y z z
ψ ψδψ ν ν ν⎧ ⎫⎧ ∂ ⎫ ⎡ ∂ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪− − + − + + =⎨ ⎨ ⎬ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∫  (4.94) 
and 
( )2 21 2 (1 ) 02y yy yA AG y z G yz dA G ydAy y z z
ψ ψδψ ν ν δψ ν⎧ ⎫⎧ ∂ ⎫ ⎡ ∂ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪− − + − + + =⎨ ⎨ ⎬ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∫ ∫ .(4.95) 
Applying integration by parts gives further 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1
2
1 2 (1 ) 0.
2
y y
y y z
s
y y y y
y
A A
n G y z n G yz ds
y z
G y z G yz dA G ydA
y y z z
ψ ψδψ ν ν
δψ ψ δψ ψν ν δψ ν
⎧ ∂ ∂ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪− − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
⎧∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪− − − + − + + =⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
∫
∫ ∫
 (4.96) 
Based on the boundary condition (4.90a), the first term of equation (4.96) vanishes and it 
gets the form  
( )2 21(1 ) .2y y y y y yyA AG dA G y y z yz dAy y z z y z
δψ ψ δψ ψ δψ δψδψ ν ν ν∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤+ = + + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ (4.97) 
This is the weak form of the boundary value problem of differential equations (4.86a) and 
(4.90a). The weak form corresponding to differential equations (4.86b) and (4.90b) can be 
obtained similarly. 
The functions yψ  and yδψ  can be expressed using finite element approximations 
1 1
ˆ ˆ,  
M M
y i yi y i yi
i i
N Nψ ψ δψ δψ
= =
= =∑ ∑ . (4.98) 
By substituting these into the weak form (4.97) gives 
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( )
1 1
2 21             2 (1 ) 0
2
M M
j ji i
yi y j
i j A
i i
i
A
N NN NG dA
y y z z
N NG yN G y z G yz dA
y z
δψ ψ
ν ν ν
= =
⎧ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎪ +⎨ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎩
⎫⎡ ⎤∂ ∂− + + − + =⎬⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎭
∑ ∑∫
∫
 (4.99) 
or 
1 1
0,
M M
yi ij y j yi
i j
K Rδψ ψ
= =
⎛ ⎞− =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑ ∑  (4.100) 
where 
, (4.101) 
and 
( )2 2 , ,12(1 ) 2yi i i y i zAR G yN y z N yzN dAν ν ν
⎡ ⎤= + + − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ , (4.102) 
where typical notation , /i y iN N y= ∂ ∂  and , /i z iN N z= ∂ ∂  is used for the derivatives of the 
shape functions. Equation (4.100) holds with arbitrary nodal values yiδψ  of the test function, 
only if the terms in parentheses will vanish with all values of i. Thus we get, corresponding to 
the weak form (4.97), the finite element equations 
1
,  1, , .
M
ij yj yi
j
K R i Mψ
=
= =∑ "  (4.103) 
Proceeding in the same manner with equations on zψ  (4.86b) and (4.90b), one obtains 
similar finite element equations 
1
,  1, , ,
M
ij zj zi
j
K R i Mψ
=
= =∑ "  (4.104) 
where 
( )2 212(1 ) 2i izi iA
N NR G zN yz z y dA
y z
ν ν ν⎡ ⎤∂ ∂= + + + −⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦∫ . (4.105) 
, , , ,( )ij i y j y i z j z
A
K G N N N N dA= +∫
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Equations (4.103) and (4.104) are, in matrix form, 
,  , y y z z= =Ka R Ka R  (4.106) 
where  
1 1
,  
y z
y z
yM zM
ψ ψ
ψ ψ
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
a a# #  (4.107) 
are the vectors of unknown nodal values of the warping functions. 
The elements of the element matrix eK and element vectors eyR  and 
e
zR corresponding to 
the elements of the system matrix (4.101) and system vectors (4.102) and (4.105) are 
( ), , , ,
e
e e e e e e
ij i y j y i z j z
A
K G N N N N dA= +∫  (4.108)  
and 
( )2 2 , ,12(1 ) ,2ee e e e eyi i i y i zAR G yN y z N yzN dAν ν ν
⎡ ⎤= + + − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  (4.109a) 
( )2 2, ,12(1 ) .2ee e e e ezi i i y i zAR G zN yzN z y N dAν ν ν
⎡ ⎤= + + + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  (4.109b) 
In these expressions, the shear modulus has been assumed to be constant  within the 
element, which is a reasonable assumption. The Poisson’s ratio should be constant within 
the whole cross-section. 
By changing integration variable to natural coordinates and applying numerical integration, 
expressions (4.108) and (4.109) can be reduced to 
, , , ,
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) det ( ),
n
e e e e e e
ij k i y j y i z j z
k
K w G N k N k N k N k k
=
⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦∑ J  (4.110)  
and 
eG
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2 2
, ,
1
2 2
, ,
1
12(1 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) det ( )
2
12(1 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) det ( )
2
n
e e e e e
yi k i i y i z
k
n
e e e e e
zi k i i z i y
k
R w G y k N k y k z k N k y k z k N k k
R w G z k N k z k y k N k y k z k N k k
ν ν ν
ν ν ν
=
=
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤= + + − +⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤= + + − +⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
∑
∑
J
J
,  
 (4.111) 
where n  is the number of integration points. These equations can be solved with properties 
described before in chapter 3. 
At this point, stresses due to biaxial bending in a cross-section can be obtained. Substituting 
the curvature of equation (4.92) into equation (4.80) gives the standard expression of the 
normal stress. Its nodal values are obtained simply using 
( ) 1,..., ,e e e exi z i y iE y z i mσ κ κ= + =  (4.112) 
where curvatures yκ and zκ can be found in (Eq. 4.92) and eiy  and eiz are the y −  and z −
coordinates of the element nodes, respectively. 
Substituting the derivative of the curvature of equation (4.93) into equation (4.81) gives 
improved expressions for the shear stresses. The element nodal values of the shear stresses 
are obtained by first calculating their values at the integration points and then using 
2 2
, ,
2 2
, ,
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,  
2
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
2
e e
xy z y y y z y
e e
xz y z z z y z
k k G k y k z k k G k y k z k
k k G k z k y k k G k y k z k
τ ψ ν ψ ν
τ ψ ν ψ ν
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − − + −⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − − + −⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 (4.113) 
The derivative of the warping function at the integration points are calculated using 
, , , ,
1 1
, , , ,
1 1
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ,  ( ) ( ) ,
,  1, , .
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ,  ( ) ( )
m m
e e
y y i y yi y z i z yi
i i
m m
e e
z y i y zi z z i z zi
i i
k N k k N k
k n
k N k k N k
ψ ψ ψ ψ
ψ ψ ψ ψ
= =
= =
⎫= = ⎪⎪ =⎬⎪= = ⎪⎭
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
"  (4.114) 
The element nodal values of the shear stresses ,  ,  1, ,e exyi xzi i mτ τ = "  are finally obtained by 
extrapolating shear stresses at the integration point  ( ),  ( ),  1, ,xy xzk k k nτ τ = "  from the 
integration points to the element nodes. This procedure is explained in the appendix. 
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4.3.3.1 SHEAR CENTRE 
Shear centre S (see Fig. 4.3) is the point of action of the resultant of the shear stresses 
caused by pure bending. For determining its coordinates Sy  and Sz  one can write 
S S ( )y z xy xz
A
Q z Q y z y dAτ τ− + = − +∫ , (4.115) 
Substituting the shear stresses (4.81) into equation (4.115) first gives 
S S ( ) ( )y z y z z yQ z Q y k GJ k GJψ ψ− + = −  (4.116) 
where 
( )
( )
2 3
2 3
1( ) ,
2
1( ) .
2
z z
z
A
y y
y
A
GJ G y z yz y dA
z y
GJ G z y y z z dA
y z
ψ
ψ
ψ ψ ν
ψ ψ ν
⎡ ⎤∂ ∂= − + +⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦
∂ ∂⎡ ⎤= − + +⎢ ⎥∂ ∂⎣ ⎦
∫
∫
 (4.117) 
Substituting further the curvature derivatives (4.93) into equations (4.116) gives 
S S 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
y y yz z z z yz y
y z y z
y z yz y z yz
EI GJ EI GJ EI GJ EI GJ
Q z Q y Q Q
EI EI EI EI EI EI
ψ ψ ψ ψ+ +− + = − +− −  (4.118) 
Because these equations must hold for all values of the shear forces yQ  and zQ , we get for 
the coordinates of the shear centre the equations 
S S2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,  .
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
z z yz y y y yz t
y z yz y z yz
EI GJ EI GJ EI GJ EI GJ
y z
EI EI EI EI EI EI
ψ ψ ψ ψ+ += =− −  (4.119) 
The quantities ( ) yGJ ψ  and ( ) zGJ ψ  are cross-sectional properties like bending stiffness. In 
connection with isoparametric elements the element contributions of ( ) yGJ ψ  and ( ) zGJ ψ  are 
calculated using formulas  
2 3
, ,
1
2 3
, ,
1
1 1ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) det ( ),
2 2
1 1ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) det ( ).
2 2
n
e e
y k y y y z
k
n
e e
z k z y z z
k
GJ w G k z k k y k y k z k z k k
GJ w G k y k k z k y k z k y k k
ψ
ψ
ψ ψ ν ν
ψ ψ ν ν
=
=
⎡ ⎤= − + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= − + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑
∑
J
J
 (4.120) 
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Quantities ( ) yGJ ψ  and ( ) zGJ ψ  are obtained by summing their element contributions 
1 1
( ) ( ) ,  ( ) ( ) .
E E
e e
y y z z
e e
GJ GJ GJ GJψ ψ ψ ψ
= =
= =∑ ∑  (4.121) 
The product of transverse external load and the distance between its application point and 
the shear centre must be included into the frame analysis as an additional external twisting 
moment. 
4.3.4 TORSION 
 
Fig. 4.4: Twisted cross-section 
Consider pure torsion of a straight uniform beam (Fig. 4.4). A part of the beam, where it is 
assumed that the angle of twist ( )t xϕ  is a linear function of the axial coordinate x, is 
considered. Thus rate of twist per unit length of the beam tθ ϕ′=  is a constant. For the axial 
displacement of the beam, it can be assumed the expression 
( , , ) ( , )tu x y z y zθψ= , (4.122) 
where the function ( , )t y zψ  is called warping function. Further it is assumed that the 
projection of the cross-section in the ,y z − plane rotates like a rigid plate. Thus we have for 
the transverse displacement components the expressions 
( , , ) ( ) ,    ( , , ) ( ) .t tv x y z x z w x y z x yϕ ϕ= − =  (4.123) 
Expressions (4.122) and (4.123) form the displacement assumptions of so-called Saint 
Venant’s torsion or free torsion. 
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For the shear strains one obtains 
,t txy t
t t
xz t
u v z z
y x y y
u w y y
z x z z
ψ ψγ θ ϕ θ
ψ ψγ θ ϕ θ
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂∂ ∂ ′≡ + = − = −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
∂ ∂∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞′≡ + = + = +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
 (4.124) 
and the other strain components are zero. For the shear stresses one obtains 
xz,    t txy xy xzG G z G G yy z
ψ ψτ γ θ τ γ θ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞≡ = − ≡ = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠  (4.125) 
and the other stress components are zero. 
The axial equilibrium equation of the stress components, if volume forces are omitted, is  
0xyx xz
x y z
τσ τ∂∂ ∂+ + =∂ ∂ ∂ . (4.126) 
Using the expressions (4.125) and noting that 0xσ = , the equilibrium equation (4.126) gets 
the form 
0   in ,t tG z G y A
y y z z
ψ ψ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞∂ ⎡ ∂ ⎤∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞− + + =⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (4.127) 
where the area A  of the cross-section has been added to remark that this equation must 
hold at every point on the cross-section. 
The boundary condition of the shear stresses on the unloaded boundary of the cross-section 
is 
0y xy z xzn nτ τ+ = , (4.128) 
where yn  and zn  are the components of the unit normal vector n  of the boundary line of the 
cross-section (Fig. 4.4). Using the expressions (4.125), it can be written as 
0   on t ty zn G z n G y sy z
ψ ψ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞− + + =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ , (4.129) 
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where s has been added to remark, that this equation must hold at every point on the 
boundary line of the cross-section. Equations (4.127) and (4.129) form a simple elliptic 
boundary value problem for determining the warping function ( , )t y zψ . 
With the help of Fig. 4.5, one obtains for the torque 
( )t xz xy
A
M y z dAτ τ= −∫ . (4.130) 
 
Fig. 4.5: Defining the torque 
Substituting the expressions (4.125) of the shear stresses into equation (4.130) gives 
( ) ,t tM GI θ=  (4.131) 
which relates the torque and twisting angle per unit length. Here 
2 2( ) ( )t tt
A
GI G y z y z dA
z y
ψ ψ∂ ∂= − + +∂ ∂∫  (4.132) 
is the torsional stiffness of Saint Venant’s or so called free torsion. Equations (4.131) and 
(4.132) apply also to the case where the cross-section is non-homogeneous (composite 
beam). In the special case of a homogeneous cross-section, the torsional stiffness is 
( )t tGI GI= , where 
2 2( )t tt
A
I y z y z dA
z y
ψ ψ∂ ∂= − + +∂ ∂∫  (4.133) 
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is the torsional constant. The torsional stiffness (4.132) or torsional constant (4.133) can be 
determined after the warping function ( , )t y zψ  has been solved from the boundary value 
problem of equations (4.127) and (4.129). 
Equation (4.131) can now be solved for the twisting angle per unit length resulting to 
( )
t
t
M
GI
θ = . (4.134) 
Substituting this into equations (4.125) results to 
,    
( ) ( )
t t t t
xy xz
t t
GM GMz y
GI y GI z
ψ ψτ τ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= − = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ . (4.135) 
These are final expressions of the shear stresses corresponding to a given torque. In the 
case of a homogeneous cross-section ( )t tGI GI=  these expressions get slightly simpler form 
xz,    t t t txy
t t
M Mz y
I y I z
ψ ψτ τ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= − = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ . (4.136) 
Using the same methodology as in chapter 4.3.3 for the case of biaxial bending, weak form 
of the boundary value problem of equations (4.127) and (4.129) is  
t t t t t t
A A
G dA G z y dA
y y z z y z
δψ ψ δψ ψ δψ δψ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫  (4.137) 
The finite element equations corresponding to the weak form of equation (4.137) are 
1
,
M
ij tj i
j
K Rψ
=
=∑  (4.138) 
where 
j ji i
ij
A
N NN NK G dA
y y z z
∂ ∂⎛ ⎞∂ ∂= +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠∫  (4.139) 
and 
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i i
i
A
N NR G z y dA
y z
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂= −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠∫ . (4.140) 
Equations (4.138) in matrix form are 
=Ka R . (4.141) 
Equations (4.139) and (4.140) are expressions of the elements of the system matrix K and 
system vector R  and 
1
1
t
M
tM
ψ
ψ×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
a #  (4.141) 
is the vector of unknown nodal values of the warping function. 
The elements of the element matrix eK and element vector eR  corresponding to the system 
matrix and system vector are 
, , , ,( ) ,
e
e e e e e e
ij i y j y i z j z
A
K G N N N N dA= +∫  (4.142) 
and 
, ,( )
e
e e e e
i i y i z
A
R G N z N y dA= −∫ . (4.143) 
Final equations for calculating the elements of the element matrix and element vector using 
finite element methodology are 
, , , ,
1
[( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]det ( ),
n
e e e e e e
ij k i y j y i z j z
k
K w G N k N k N k N k k
=
= +∑ J  (4.144) 
and 
, ,
1
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]det ( )
n
e e e e
i k i y i z
k
R w G N k z k N k y k k
=
= −∑ J . (4.145) 
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In these formulas, kw  is the weight of integration point k, , ( )
e
i yN k  and , ( )
e
i zN k  are the values 
of the shape function derivatives on node i at integration point k and n  is the number of 
integration points. 
The torsional stiffness of the cross-section is obtained as a sum of the torsional stiffnesses of 
the elements, or 
1
( ) ( )
E
e
t t
e
GI GI
=
= ∑  (4.146) 
where 
2 2
, ,( ) ( )
e e
t t z t y
A
GI G y z y z dAψ ψ= − + +∫ . (4.147) 
The torsional stiffness (4.147) of element e can be calculated using equation 
2 2
, ,
1
( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]det ( ).
n
e e
t k t z t y
k
GI w G k y k k z k y k z k kψ ψ
=
= − + +∑ J  (4.148) 
In equations (4.147) and (4.148), the shear modulus of the element eG  is assumed to be 
constant, which is a reasonable assumption in connection with composite beams.  
The shear stresses (4.135) at integration point k of element e corresponding to a given 
torque tM can be calculated using 
, ,( ) [ ( ) ( )],    ( ) [ ( ) ( )].( ) ( )
e e
t t
xy t y xz t z
t t
G M G Mk k z k k k y k
GI GI
τ ψ τ ψ= − = +  (4.149) 
The element nodal values of the shear stresses ,  ,  1, ,e exyi xzi i mτ τ = "  are finally obtained by 
extrapolating shear stresses at the integration point  ( ),  ( ),  1, ,xy xzk k k nτ τ = "  from the 
integration points to the element nodes. 
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4.3.5 GENERAL CASE 
Finally, to handle the case of a cross-section under tension/compression, biaxial bending and 
torsion at the same time, one just has to add each independent result to each other. Thus, 
the normal stress is the sum of one obtained from tension/compression and bending 
moments. It can be expressed as  
( )
( )
x
x z y
EN E y z
EA
σ κ κ= + + , (4.150) 
and its nodal values as 
( )
( )
e
e e e ex
xi z i y i
E N E y z
EA
σ κ κ= + + .  1,...,i m= , (4.151) 
On the other hand, shear stresses are the sum of the results obtained from shear forces and 
twisting moments, and can be expressed as 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
1 ,
2 ( )
1 .
2 ( )
y t tz
xy z y
t
y t tz
xz y z
t
GMk G y z k G yz z
y y GI y
GMk G z y k G yz y
z z GI z
ψ ψψτ ν ν
ψ ψψτ ν ν
∂⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂∂= − − + − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∂⎛ ⎞ ∂∂ ⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤= − − + − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
 (4.152) 
Their values at integration points are 
2 2
, ,
,
2 2
, ,
,
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
[ ( ) ( )],  
( )
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
[ ( ) ( )].
( )
e e
xy z y y y z y
e
t
t y
t
e e
xz y z z z y z
e
t
t z
t
k k G k y k z k k G k y k z k
G M k z k
GI
k k G k z k y k k G k y k z k
G M k y k
GI
τ ψ ν ψ ν
ψ
τ ψ ν ψ ν
ψ
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − − + −⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
+ −
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − − + −⎨ ⎬ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
+ +
 (4.153) 
The element nodal values of the shear stresses ,  ,  1, ,e exyi xzi i mτ τ = "  are finally obtained by 
extrapolating shear stresses at the integration point  ( ),  ( ),  1, ,xy xzk k k nτ τ = "  from the 
integration points to the element nodes.  
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5 BIQUADRATIC FINITE PRISM METHOD 
As said before, the methodology described until now to obtain stresses in a frame will be 
compared with another one more refined: the finite prism method. 
5.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
This methodology will only be developed for a simply supported straight beam with uniform 
cross-section. Thus the comparison between both methods must be realised in the same 
conditions. 
Similarly, material is elastic and isotropic, and the analysis will be linear geometrically and 
materially. 
Trigonometric series will be used for describing the displacements and the load can be 
applied in a more realistic way, i.e., as a surface load, which is piecewise constant in axial 
direction and quadratically distributed in transverse direction, volume force, which is 
piecewise constant in axial direction, or distributed nodal line load, which is piecewise 
constant in axial direction. 
5.2 METHOD DESCRIPTION 
Consider a simply supported straight beam with uniform cross-section. Let the axis of the 
beam be parallel to x− axis and the cross-sectional plane parallel to yz − plane. The 
displacements of the beam within a typical prism e (Fig. 5.1) are expressed using 
trigonometric series as 
( , , ) ( , ) cos ,
( , , ) ( , )sin ,
( , , ) ( , ) sin ,
m
m
m
m
m
m
m xu x y z u y z
L
m xv x y z v y z
L
m xw x y z w y z
L
π
π
π
=
=
=
∑
∑
∑
 (5.1) 
where the coefficients ( , )mu y z , ( , )mv y z  and ( , )mw y z  are unknown functions of 
coordinates y  and z . 
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Fig. 5.1: A simply supported straight beam: biquadratic finite element e on the cross-section and the 
corresponding finite prism element inside the beam and a quadratic finite element e  on the boundary 
of the cross-section and the corresponding finite strip 
Equation (5.1) can be expressed in matrix form as 
( , , ) ( ) ( , )um m
m
x y z x y z=∑u X u  (5.2) 
where 
,  
m
m m
m
u u
v v
w w
⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
u u  (5.3) 
and matrix 
3 3
cos 0 0
( ) 0 sin 0
0 0 sin
u
m
m x
L
m xx
L
m x
L
π
π
π×
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
X  (5.4) 
contains the trigonometric terms. These unknown coefficients functions ( , )m y zu  are 
approximated within the cross-sectional area eA  of the prism using finite element 
approximation 
ˆ ( , ) ( , )e em my z y z=u N a , (5.5) 
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where 
1 9
1 9
3 27
1 9
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
e e
e e e
e e
N N
N N
N N
×
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
N " , (5.6) 
( , ),  1, ,9eiN y z i = "  are biquadratic Lagrange shape functions and 
1
1
1
27 1
9
9
9
e
m
e
m
e
m
e
m
e
m
e
m
e
m
u
v
w
u
v
w
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
a #  (5.7) 
is the vector of nodal parameters corresponding to m -th term of the series. Substituting the 
approximation (5.5) of the coefficient functions into the series expansion (5.2) of the 
displacements gives the expression 
ˆ ( , , ) ( ) ( , )u e em m
m
x y z x y z=∑u X N a  (5.8) 
for the finite prism approximation of the displacements. In component form, these 
expressions are 
9
1
9
1
9
1
ˆ( , , ) cos ( , ) ,
ˆ( , , ) sin ( , ) ,
ˆ ( , , ) sin ( , ) .
e e
i mi
m i
e e
i mi
m i
e e
i mi
m i
m xu x y z N y z u
L
m xv x y z N y z v
L
m xw x y z N y z w
L
π
π
π
=
=
=
=
=
=
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
 (5.9) 
With the help of these expressions and the definitions of infinitesimal strains, one obtains 
following expressions for the strain components 
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9
1
9
,
1
9
,
1
9
, ,
1
9
,
1
ˆ ˆ, sin ,
ˆ ˆ, sin ,
ˆ ˆ , sin ,
ˆ ˆ ˆ, , sin ( ),
ˆ ˆ ˆ, , cos (
e e
x x i m
m i
e e
y y i y mi
m i
e e
z z i z mi
m i
e e e e
yz z y i z mi i y mi
m i
e e e
zx x z i mi i z mi
m i
m x mu N u
L L
m xv N v
L
m xw N w
L
m xv w N v N w
L
m x mw u N w N u
L L
π πε
πε
πε
πγ
π πγ
=
=
=
=
=
≡ = −
≡ =
≡ =
≡ + = +
≡ + = +
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
9
,
1
),
ˆ ˆ ˆ, , cos ( ),
e
e e e e
xy y x i y mi i mi
m i
m x mu v N u N v
L L
π πγ
=
≡ + = +∑ ∑
 (5.10) 
which can be expressed in matrix form as 
ˆ( , , ) ( ) ( , ) ,e em m m
m
x y z x y zε= ∑X B aε  (5.11) 
where 
6 1
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
x
y
z
yz
zx
xy
ε
ε
ε
γ
γ
γ
×
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
ε , (5.12) 
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6 6
sin 0 0 0 0 0
0 sin 0 0 0 0
0 0 sin 0 0 0
( )
0 0 0 sin 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos 0
0 0 0 0 0 cos
m
m x
L
m x
L
m x
Lx
m x
L
m x
L
m x
L
ε
π
π
π
π
π
π
×
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
X  (5.13) 
and 
1 9
1, 9,
1, 91,
1, 1, 9, 9,6 27
1, 1 9, 9
1, 1 9, 9
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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B "  (5.14) 
The generalized Hooke’s law of an isotropic material is 
=Cσ ε , (5.15) 
where 
x
y
z
yz
zx
xy
σ
σ
σ
τ
τ
τ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
σ , (5.16) 
and 
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C  (5.17) 
Typical expressions of the shear modulus G  and Lame’s parameter λ  in terms of the 
modulus of elasticity E and Poisson’s ratio ν  are 
,  .
2(1 ) (1 )(1 2 )
E EG νλν ν ν= =+ + −  (5.18) 
The finite prism approximation of the stresses thus gets the form 
ˆ ( , , ) ( ) ( , ) .e em m m
m
x y z x y zε= ∑CX B aσ  (5.19) 
The expression of the internal virtual work of the finite prism is 
int
e
e T
V
W dVδ δ= − ∫ ε σ , (5.20) 
where eV  is the volume of the prism. Substituting the approximations of the virtual strains 
and stresses into it one obtains 
int
0
ˆ ˆ
          = ( ) .
e e
e
e T e T T T e
m m m n n n
m nV V
L
e T T T e
m m m n n n
m n A
W dV dV
dx dA
ε ε
ε ε
δ δ δ
δ
= − = −
−
∑∑∫ ∫
∑∑ ∫ ∫
a B X CX B a
a B X CX B a
ε σ
 (5.21) 
or 
int
e e T e e
m mn n
m n
Wδ δ= −∑∑ a K a  (5.22) 
where 
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0
( )
e
L
e T T
mn m m n n
A
dx dAε ε= ∫ ∫K B X CX B , (5.23) 
is the element stiffness matrix of the prism. Here eA  is the area of the biquadratic finite 
element in ,y z − plane defining the strip e. The line integral in equation (5.23) gets the form 
0
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∫
 (5.24) 
Because the integrals have the properties 
0 0
sin sin cos cos
2
L L
mn
m x n x m x n x Ldx dx
L L L L
π π π π δ= =∫ ∫ , (5.25) 
one can get 
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0 0
,  if ,  .
2
L L
T T
m n m m
Ldx m n dxε ε ε ε= ≠ =∫ ∫X CX 0 X CX C  (5.26) 
Therefore, the expression (5.22) of the internal virtual work can be reduced considerably to 
the form 
int
e e T e e
m mm m
m
Wδ δ= −∑ a K a  (5.27) 
where 
2 e
e e T e
mm m m
A
L dA= ∫K B CB . (5.28) 
The expression of the external virtual work of a prism is 
ext
0
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
e e
L
e eT e T T
S V
W x x dx x s x s dS x y z x y z dVδ δ δ δ= + +∫ ∫ ∫a F u t u f  (5.29) 
where ( )e xδa  is the vector of virtual nodal line displacements of the prism, ( )e xF  is the 
vector corresponding to the distributed nodal line forces, ( , )x st  is traction vector on the 
surface of the prism, which coincides with the boundary of the prism, and ( , , )x y zf  is the 
volume force vector in the prism. 
The virtual displacements are expressed using finite prism approximation (5.8) or 
ˆ ( , , ) ( ) ( , )u e em m
m
x y z x y zδ δ=∑u X N a  (5.30) 
Consequently, the vector of virtual nodal line displacements is written as 
( ) ( )e a em m
m
x xδ δ=∑a X a , (5.31) 
where 
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. (5.32) 
The traction and the volume force vectors are known functions, which are expressed using 
Fourier sine and cosine series as 
( , ) ( ) ( )um m
m
x s x s=∑t X t  (5.33) 
and 
( , , ) ( ) ( , )um m
m
x y z x y z=∑f X f , (5.34) 
where the corresponding coefficient functions vectors have typical expressions 
0
2( ) ( ) ( , )
L
u
m ms x x s dxL
= ∫t X t  (5.35) 
and 
0
2( , ) ( ) ( , , )
L
u
m my z x x y z dxL
= ∫f X f . (5.36) 
With the help of equations (5.30) and (5.31), the expression (5.29) of the external virtual work 
of the prism gets the form 
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 (5.37) 
where 
0
( ) ( )
L
e a e
m m x x dx= ∫F X F . (5.38) 
Finally, the expression of the external virtual work of prism e  in matrix form is 
ext ( )
e e T e te fe
m m m m
m
Wδ δ= + +∑ a F R R , (5.39) 
where 
( ) ( )
2 e
te eT
m m
s
L s s ds= ∫R N t  (5.40) 
and 
( , ) ( , ) .
2 e
fe eT
m m
A
L y z y z dA= ∫R N f  (5.41) 
The coefficient function ( )m st  of the traction vector on the boundary of the cross-section is 
approximated using quadratic line elements. Within line element e, it is expressed as 
3
1
ˆ ( ) ( ) ,e em i mi
i
s N s
=
=∑t t  (5.42) 
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where ( ),  1, 2,3eiN s i =  are the shape functions of a quadratic line element and  
,  1, 2,3
e
xmi
e e
mi ymi
e
zmi
t
t i
t
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
t  (5.43) 
are the vectors of nodal values of the tractions corresponding to m-th term of the series. The 
coefficient function ( , )m y zf  of the volume force is assumed to be constant 
e
mf within each 
element. Thus it is 
e
xm
e e
m ym
e
zm
f
f
f
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
f . (5.44) 
It will be explained later, how the components of (5.43) and (5.44) can be determined in 
typical loading cases of a beam. 
With the help of equations (5.27) and (5.39), the virtual work equation of the finite prism 
int ext 0
e e eW W Wδ δ δ≡ + =  (5.45) 
gets the form 
( ) 0e T e e e em mm m m m
m
δ − + + =∑ a K a F R , (5.46) 
where 
e te fe
m m m= +R R R . (5.47) 
Equation (5.46) holds with arbitrary emδa  if each bracketed term in the sum disappears. Thus 
one gets for each value of m the element equation 
e e e e
m mm m m= −F K a R . (5.48) 
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Equations (5.48) are the element equations of the finite prism e. The corresponding sets of 
equations for solving the problem are 
,  1, ,mm m m m M= =K a R …  (5.49) 
where ma  is the vector of system nodal displacements, mmK   is the system stiffness matrix 
and  mR  is the system load vector corresponding to m-th term of the series. The latter are 
obtained with the help of element stiffness matrices emmK  and element load vectors 
e
mR  of 
the finite prisms using standard finite element assembly process. Finally, in equation (5.49), 
M is the number of terms used in the trigonometric series. 
 
Fig. 5.2: Traction ( , )e x st  on boundary strip e, which is nonzero and equal to ( )e st , when 
1 2x x x< <  and quadratic in s 
Let the distributed traction (Fig. 5.2) within a boundary strip corresponding to a quadratic line 
element e  be defined as 
1
1 2
2
,      when  0 ,
( , ) ( ),  when ,
,      when .
e e
x x
x s s x x x
x x L
≤ <⎧⎪= < <⎨⎪ < <⎩
0
t t
0
 (5.50) 
The traction ( )e st is assumed to have quadratic distribution within the line element 
3
1
( ) ( )e e ei i
i
s N s
=
=∑t t , (5.51) 
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where 
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t  (5.52) 
are the nodal tractions of the line element, which are given as data. Let the volume force 
within a prism, defined by the biquadratic quadrilateral element e, be defined as 
1
1 2
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( ) ,  when ,
,    when .
e e
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x x x x
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 (5.53) 
The volume forces  
e
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f
f
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f  (5.54) 
are assumed to be constants within the biquadratic element e. 
If the tractions are expressed as Fourier sine and cosine series in coordinate x, the 
corresponding coefficients are first 
2
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 (5.55) 
and then 
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 (5.56) 
Thus we have for the series coefficients of the tractions 
3
1
( ) ( )e e em i mi
i
s N s
=
=∑t t , (5.57) 
where the nodal values are 
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Correspondingly, one can obtain for the series coefficients of the volume force 
2 1
1 2
1 2
(sin sin )
2 (cos cos ) .
(cos cos )
e
x
e e
m y
e
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m x m x f
L L
m x m x f
m L L
m x m x f
L L
π π
π π
π
π π
⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
f  (5.59) 
With the help of equations (5.57), (5.58) and (5.59), one can calculate the series coefficients, 
which are needed in equations (5.40) and (5.41). Once solved the problem (5.49), the 
stresses can be obtained using equation (5.19) in a chosen cross-section.  
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6 VALIDATION OF THE METHOD 
In order to test the validity of the method described in chapter 4, this will be compared with 
the finite prism method through simple test examples, which will be analysed with MATLAB® 
software to obtain the stress distribution in some cross-sections. 
6.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO METHODS 
As mentioned in chapter 5, to make the comparison, a simply supported straight beam with 
uniform cross-section is analysed. It has been decided to load the beam from the midpoint to 
the right end by a uniform strip load. Thus some analysis will be done with different position 
of the load in z − direction, with different cross-sections but with the same frame (Fig. 6.1). 
 
Fig. 6.1: Example beam 
For the frame analysis (see chapter 4.2), the grid shown in Fig. 6.2 will be used. The length 
of the beam and Poisson’s ratio are taken as 20L h=  and 0,3ν = , respectively, to consider a 
realistic case. 
 
Fig. 6.2: Grid with element and nodes 
Three sorts of cross-section will be modelled: a solid one, an open thin-walled one and a 
closed thin-walled one. 
In all cases, the quantities h , E  and 0q  are taken as parameters and the additional data, for 
example L , are expressed in terms of them. In the numerical analysis, the values of these 
e 
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parameters are set to unity, i.e. 1h = , 1E = , and 0 1q = , and the corresponding results are 
dimensionless. The final results are obtained by multiplying these values by dimensionally 
correct products of original parameters ( h , E and 0q ). For the stresses, this product is 
simply 0q . One must notice that now it is not so important the exact numerical results than 
the comparison between both. In addition, only shear stress distribution will be compared 
and not the normal stress, because this one has been obtained using the well-known Navier-
Bernoulli theory, which is widely accepted, and it does not use the warping functions, which 
are the interesting point. When the finite prism method is used, 21 terms of the series will be 
taken, which is quite sufficient to get good results. 
For the first test, rectangular cross-section with 20 elements will be used (see Fig. 6.3), with 
2b h=  and 0e = . The width is bigger than the height because otherwise the case would be 
better and the results more similar than the ones that follow. 
 
Fig. 6.3: Grid of the rectangular cross-section 
Shear stresses in y-direction at the left quarter of the beam with the method developed in this 
thesis can be seen in Fig. 6.4(a); whereas with finite prism method, in Fig. 6.4(b). For shear 
stresses in z-direction, see Fig. 6.5. No differences can be appreciated in stress distributions 
of this cross-section.  
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Fig. 6.4: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.5: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
Consider now the cross-section where the load starts, i.e., at the midpoint of the beam. Here, 
differently from before, the shear stresses values obtained (Fig. 6.6 and 6.7) are a bit higher. 
 
Fig. 6.6: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.7: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
Then the cross-section located at the centre of the distributed load will also be submitted to 
the analysis (Fig. 6.8 and 6.9). As in the cross-section without load seen before, in this case 
the stresses are practically the same using both methods. 
 
Fig. 6.8: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.9: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Adding an eccentricity of 0, 4 0,8e b h= =  to the load, the beam comes under, in addition to 
the bending, a twisting moment, which must be included when doing the analysis. 
It is not interesting to see what occurs in 0,25x L=  and in 0,75x L=  because, similar to the 
case without eccentricity, the results are really closed to each other. In 0,5x L= , little 
variations can be observed in shear stresses distributions (Fig. 6.10 and 6.11). 
 
Fig. 6.10: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, loaded with 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.11: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the rectangular cross-section, loaded with 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
Once seen about using a rectangular cross-section, an open thin-walled one will be 
considered. The grid used is shown in Fig. 6.12, with 2b h= . 
Firstly, the loading will be considered without eccentricity. 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.12: Grid of the open thin-walled cross-section 
Shear stresses in this cross-section at a quarter point of the beam can be seen in Fig. 6.13 
and 6.14. Only few differences in values can be noticed. 
 
Fig. 6.13: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.14: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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When 0,5x L= (Fig. 6.15 and 6.16), it seems not only to be a difference in the stress values 
but also in the distribution. However, these colour plots may give an idea that the results are 
worse than they really are. This is because the maximum and minimum values of the shear 
stresses are located at the internal corners of the cross-section boundary. Theoretically, the 
shear stresses are singular at these points and the finite element results are not reliable. 
 
Fig. 6.15: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.16: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
Stresses in the cross-section located in the middle of the distributed load do not have 
significant differences (Fig. 6.17 and 6.18). 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.17: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.18: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
Now, an eccentricity 0, 4 0,8e b h= =  to the load will be added. 
 
Fig. 6.19: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.20: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
In this case, at 0,25x L= , the use of warping functions gives a bit higher results of stresses 
(Fig. 6.19 and 6.20), with the same distribution, approximately. 
 
Fig. 6.21: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.22: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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At the midpoint, even higher values are obtained; both positive and negative shear stresses 
(Fig. 6.21 and 6.22). 
  
Fig. 6.23: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.24: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
At the quarter point from the right side of the beam, the differences between both methods 
(Fig. 6.23 and 6.24) are similar to the ones at the quarter point from the left side. 
Finally, a closed thin-walled cross-section will be analysed. The grid used in discretizing it 
can be seen in Fig. 6.25, with 2b h= . 
No eccentricity in the loading is taken into account now. 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.25: Grid of the closed thin-walled cross-section 
 
Fig. 6.26: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.27: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0, 25x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
In the cross-section located at the quarter point no differences in shear stresses (Fig. 6.26 
and 6.27) can be appreciated. 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.28: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.29: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
At the midpoint, the most important variations are in the internal corners, where the local 
shear stress values obtained with warping functions are lower (Fig. 6.28 and 6.29). 
 
Fig. 6.30: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.31: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
without eccentricity, at 0,75x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
At 0,75x L= , as in the quarter point, the differences are minimal (Fig. 6.30 and 6.31). 
In the following, an eccentricity 0, 4 0,8e b h= =  to the load will be added. 
 
Fig. 6.32: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.33: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled cross-section, 
loaded with eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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It is not interesting to see what occurs in 0,25x L=  and in 0,75x L=  because, similar to the 
case without eccentricity, the results are really closed to each other. In 0,5x L= , some 
variations can be observed in shear stresses distributions (Fig. 6.32 and 6.33), particularly in 
the internal corners. 
6.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Based on the previous results, some conclusions can be deducted. 
The first case analysed, the rectangular solid cross-section, is the one that gives more 
accurate results. Both shear stresses in y- and z-direction obtained have nearly the same 
distribution and the same values. Thus, probably in many solid cross-sections, the use of 
warping functions is valid to obtain the shear stresses distribution. 
 
Fig. 6.34: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xy qτ  distribution in the half-circular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
 
Fig. 6.35: Dimensionless shear stress 0/xz qτ  distribution in the half-circular cross-section, without 
eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using (a) warping functions and (b) the finite prism method 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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For instance, in Fig. 6.34 and 6.35 the shear stresses are shown using a solid half-circular 
cross-section within the same beam used in chapter 6.1 (see Fig. 6.1) and the same load. It 
can be noticed that the results, in the midpoint of the beam, where values tend to differ, are 
quite similar. 
In the same way, not important variations have been observed in the closed thin-walled 
cross-section, just in the surroundings of the internal corners and at the point where the load 
starts. However, making the grid denser, one can find values closer to the ones obtained with 
the finite prism method. To show this, that cross-section has been made denser and the 
results are shown in Fig. 6.36.  
 
Fig. 6.36: Dimensionless shear stress (a) 0/xy qτ  and (b) 0/xz qτ  distribution in the closed thin-walled 
cross-section, without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using warping functions, with a denser grid 
Comparing Fig. 6.36(a) with Fig. 6.28, one can see that the first one gives more precise 
values than the other. In a similar way occurs with xzτ  comparing Fig. 6.36(b) and Fig. 6.29. 
 
Fig. 6.37: Dimensionless shear stress (a) 0/xy qτ  and (b) 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled 
cross-section, without eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using warping functions, with a denser grid 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6.38: Dimensionless shear stress (a) 0/xy qτ  and (b) 0/xz qτ  distribution in the open thin-walled 
cross-section, loaded with eccentricity, at 0,5x L= , using warping functions, with a denser grid 
In the case of the open thin-walled cross-section, the differences are a little more significant. 
When there is no eccentricity in the load, the values are lower than the ones from the prism 
method and higher when the eccentricity exists. Moreover, the distribution is not exactly the 
same. Although the grid was denser, the result would be that only the values at singular 
points and their surroundings increase, but the distribution does not change. It can be seen 
comparing Fig. 6.37(a) with 6.15, 6.37(b) with 6.16, 6.38(a) with 6.21 and 6.38(b) with 6.22.
(a) (b) 
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7 DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
Once developed the methodology and studied the suitable cases where the method can be 
applied, some illustrative examples will be implemented. These are realistic frames with 
possible cross-sections and usual loading cases. 
Example 1. Consider the curved beam shown in Fig. 7.1, which is located in the x-z plane 
and loaded by a transverse distributed load along the axis of the beam. The cross-section 
(Fig. 7.2) is uniform along the beam. A edge can only rotate around x-axis in Fig. 7.2 and B 
edge just cannot move vertically (y-axis). 
 
Fig. 7.1: Beam of example 1 
The arch is divided into 20 beam elements in the same way as grids made in chapter 6. For 
the cross-section, 25 biquadratic elements are used (Fig. 7.2). As earlier, the quantities h , 
E  and 0q  are taken as parameters and 1/ 6ν = . Final results of stresses can be obtained 
multiplying the dimensionless results by 0 /q h . 
 
Fig. 7.2: Grid of the cross-section used in example 1 
0q
A
B 
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It is easy to see that the beam is under bending (shear force and bending moment) and 
twisting due to the load and its eccentricity, since the cross-section has no symmetry. Thus a 
cross-section that can be of interest is the one located in the middle of the beam, where 
shear force and twisting and bending moments are not zero. Therefore, in this cross-section 
there are normal stresses (Fig. 7.3), due to the bending moment, and shear stresses (Fig. 
7.4), due to the shear force and the twisting moment. 
 
Fig. 7.3: Dimensionless normal stress 0/xh qσ  distribution in the middle of the beam of example 1 
 
Fig. 7.4: Dimensionless shear stress (a)
 0
/xyh qτ  and (b) 0/xzh qτ  distribution in the middle of the 
beam of example 1 
 
Fig. 7.5: Position of the barycentre, C, and the shear centre, S 
(a) (b) 
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One can deduce that the distributed twisting moment load acts in the positive x-direction 
inspecting the position of the shear centre S (see Fig. 7.5) in connection with the barycentre 
C. 
Example 2. The circular arch shown in Fig. 7.6 is under a uniform transverse load , which 
acts in the symmetry plane of the cross-section (Fig. 7.7), so it does not have eccentricity. 
The cross-section is uniform along the beam. 
 
Fig. 7.6: Beam of example 2 
 
Fig. 7.7: Half-grid of the cross-section used in example 2 
As in the previous example, the arch is divided into 20 frame elements, and biquadratic 
elements are used for modelling the cross-section with the grid of Fig. 7.7. Again h , E  and 
0q  are taken as parameters, 1/ 6ν =  and the other important quantities are shown in Fig. 
7.7. 
In this case, no twisting moment exists but axial force is present, which causes normal 
stresses in addition to the ones due to the bending moment. For instance, analysing one 
edge of the arch, where shear force is maximum and bending moment is zero, normal stress 
is uniform in the whole cross-section (Fig. 7.8) because it is only owing to axial force. 
0q
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Regarding to shear stresses (Fig. 7.9), their distribution is symmetric with respect to the 
symmetric axis since just shear force causes them. 
 
Fig. 7.8: Dimensionless normal stress 0/xh qσ  distribution at the left end of the beam of example 2 
 
Fig. 7.9: Dimensionless shear stress (a)
 0
/xyh qτ  and (b) 0/xzh qτ  distribution at the left end of the 
beam of example 2 
Example 3. Consider the straight beam in Fig. 7.10. Its cross-section (Fig. 7.11) is a 
composite one made of concrete deck and steel U-shaped thin-walled plate. Approximately, 
Young’s modulus of steel is taken as ten times that of concrete. 
 
Fig. 7.10: Beam of example 3 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7.11: Half-grid of the cross-section used in example 3 
The cross-section is modelled using the grid shown in Fig. 7.11 and biquadratic elements. 
The values h , 0E  and P  are taken as parameters. The rest of quantities can be found in 
Fig. 7.11. 
By inspecting the beam and its loading, it can be observed that the beam is only under 
bending (shear force and bending moment in the x-y plane). The cross-section located at the 
quarter point from the left end of the beam is a good one to study the stresses distribution 
because it is far enough from the application point of the load. Here, / 2yQ P=  and
2,5zM Ph= . As can be seen in Fig. 7.12, the most part of compression is handled by the 
steel, whereas the concrete works under much lower compression. Similarly, shear stresses 
(Fig. 7.13) due to the shear force act essentially on the steel part. 
 
Fig. 7.12: Dimensionless normal stress 2 /xh Pσ  distribution at the quarter point of the beam of 
example 3 
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Fig. 7.13: Dimensionless shear stress (a) 2 /xyh Pτ  and (b) 2 /xzh Pτ  distribution at the quarter point 
of the beam of example 3 
Example 4. The cross-section of Fig. 7.11 is now used in the beam of Fig. 7.14, which is 
loaded by a concentrated twisting moment in the midpoint. 
 
Fig. 7.14: Beam of example 4 
Now, only twisting moment exists along the beam. In the same way as the previous case, the 
quarter point will be analysed, where / 2tM Ph= . In this case, normal stresses are zero and 
the concrete must hold shear stresses in z-direction due to the twisting moment, but with less 
intensity than the ones which act on the steel because of the difference between Young’s 
modulus of both materials. 
 
Fig. 7.15: Dimensionless shear stress (a) 2 /xyh Pτ  and (b) 2 /xzh Pτ  distribution at the quarter point 
of the beam of example 4  
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The use of warping functions in order to obtain the shear stresses distribution in a cross-
section of a beam often gives accurate enough results. There are some conditions that must 
be held when applying this methodology. 
On the one hand, having a composite cross-section, made of different materials, does not 
affect the results, but the type of the cross-section does. Open thin-walled cross-sections 
sometimes give less accurate values, whereas closed thin-walled and solid ones usually can 
be handled with no problem. 
Special attention was focused to comparing the results at the midpoint and right quadrant of 
the beam, where the solution of the enhanced beam theory of this project is not exact. This is 
because the theory behind determining the shear stresses is exactly valid only at cross-
sections in an unloaded part of a beam. The technique is expected to work well in the second 
uniformly loaded half, but at the middle of the beam it is not expected to work so well. The 
main reason for this is the starting point of this thesis, which was classical Saint Venant’s 
torsion and Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. Thus warping torsion has not been included in the 
formulation for determining the stresses. Therefore, to obtain very precise values, the cross-
section chosen to be analysed must be situated far enough from the points where any load 
starts or finishes. This requirement gets less importance as the relation between the length of 
the beam and the height of the cross-section gets higher. 
On the other hand, as usual, careful treatment should be paid to singular points, such as 
internal corners, where the grid should be much denser or special singularity elements (for 
instance [20]) should be used. Other more practical way of avoiding this problem is to round 
these corners and use dense grid near them. This is, actually, a correct approach in many 
steel profiles, where rounded internal corners really exist. 
Regarding the finite element method, biquadratic isoparametric Lagrange elements are 
helpful enough to model the cross-sections. Probably, other sorts of two-dimensional 
elements could also be useful to handle this enhanced theory. 
With the help of the finite element method, the methodology studied in this thesis has been 
easily implemented in MATLAB® environment. Some advantages of the program developed 
are that, as said before, the cross-section can be modelled as a composite one and have any 
shape, an eccentricity to the transverse load can be added, different cross-sections can 
compose the frame, this one can be loaded in different manners and one can obtain the 
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diagrams of the stress resultants to decide which cross-section could be interesting to 
analyse.  
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APPENDIX 
The shear stress values obtained at the integration points due to the use of numerical 
integration in chapters 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 must be extrapolated to the element nodes in order to 
have nodal results and be able to plot the shear stress distribution. It will be handled using 
biquadratic extrapolation. 
The principle of the extrapolation1 is as follows. Imagine that inside the quadrilateral element, 
in natural coordinates ,ξ η , there is a square nine node biquadratic element (Fig. A.1) so, that 
its nodes coincide to the integration points of the nine point integration scheme. The natural 
coordinates of this element are ξ ′  and η′ . 
 
Fig. A.1: Extrapolation form the integration points 1, ,9k = "  to a sampling point k  
With the help of Fig. A.1 it is easy to see, that the natural coordinates of these two elements 
are related by  
3/ 5 ,  3 / 5ξ ξ η η′ ′= = . (A.1) 
Thus the imagined natural coordinates ξ ′k  and η′k  of point k , whose actual natural 
coordinates are ξk  and ηk , can be obtained from  
                                                
1 One might use here the term interpolation as well, because sometimes the points k  are located 
inside the imagined element. 
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5/ 3 ,  5 / 3k k k kξ ξ η η′ ′= = . (A.2) 
Consider now a function f , whose values ,  1, ,9kf k = …  at the integration points are known. 
Its value at the extrapolation point k  is now obtained from 
9 9
1 1
( , ) ( 5 / 3 , 5 / 3 ) .k k k k
k k
f N f N fξ η ξ η
= =
′ ′= =∑ ∑k k k k k  (A.3) 
This extrapolation can now be applied separately to each component of the shear stress to 
calculate their values at the nodes of the element 1, ,= "nk n ( 9=n ). Formally one can write 
9
1
9
1
ˆ ˆ( ) ( 5 / 3 , 5 / 3 ) ( ),  1, ,
ˆ ˆ( ) ( 5 / 3 , 5 / 3 ) ( ),  1, ,
xy k xy
k
xz k xz
k
N k
N k
τ ξ η τ
τ ξ η τ
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=
= =
= =
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"
k k
k k
k k n
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n
 (A.4) 
 
